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Security Goals
• Prevention: prevent attackers from violating security policy
– Implement mechanisms that users cannot override
– Example: ask for a password

• Detection: detect & report attacks
– Important when prevention fails
– Indicates & identifies weaknesses with prevention
– Also: detect attacks even if prevention is successful

• Recovery: stop the attack, repair damage
– … Or continue to function correctly even if attack succeeds
– Forensics: identify what happened so you can fix it
– Example: restoration from backups
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Policies & Mechanisms
Policy: what is or is not allowed
– Can be expressed in natural language (“this is our security policy”)
– Mathematics
– Policy language - to provide precision together with ease of understanding

Mechanisms: implement and enforce policies
– E.g., password entry & authentication

• What mechanisms do we need to secure a system?

• What level of assurance is associated with them?
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Security Engineering
• Security Architecture
– How do we put a secure system together?
– How do we identify potential weaknesses?

• Security Engineering
– Implement mechanisms & policy into a system

• Engineering = making compromises
– Understand tradeoffs
– Security vs. cost, performance, acceptability, usability
– Cost-benefit analysis
• Is it cheaper to prevent an attack or recover?
• Who pays & who gets punished?
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Microsoft and the device 
manufacturer and installer 
exclude all implied warranties 
and conditions, including those 
of merchantability, fitness for a 
particular purpose, and non-
infringement. …. you may not 
under this limited warranty, 
under any other part of this 
agreement, or under any 
theory, recover any damages or 
other remedy, including lost 
profits or direct, consequential, 
special, indirect, or incidental 
damages. 

Microsoft Windows 10 End-User License Agreement



Protection: Know Your Enemy!
Different attackers

… who have different goals

… and different skill levels

Who do we want to – or need to – guard against?
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What are you securing your system against?

And from whom?
– Yourself accidentally deleting important system files?
– Your colleagues not being able to look at your files on a file server?
– A company trying to find out about you and get personal data?
– A phone carrier tracking your movement?
– A grenade destroying your system?
– Video surveillance on streets?
– The NSA?
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Risk analysis
• Should we protect something?

• How carefully?

• How much should we spend?

Laws & customs
• Are any security measures illegal?
– Example: types of encryption

• Are any measures unlikely to be used?
– Example: retina scans, urine tests
– Conformance: balance security vs. effort
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• Vulnerability
– A weakness in the implementation or 

operation of a system: a bad policy or 
a bug

• Attack Vector
– The type of attack – the component 

that’s used to break into the system

• Exploit
– Software, commands, or instructions 

to take advantage of a vulnerability

• Attack (cyber attack)
– The use of an exploit to subvert 

security policies and mechanisms

• Threat
– an adversary that is capable of 

attacking

• Attack surface
– All the attack vectors in the system

Be aware of the attack surface of 
an environment
– Otherwise, you don’t know what to 

defend
– If possible, reduce the attack surface: 

less to protect
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Definitions



Vulnerabilities
• Failures in the system

• Bugs

• Big focus in security classes

What if a system had no vulnerabilities?

Would you not worry about threats?
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Some vulnerabilities can be really old
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16-Year-Old HP Printer-Driver Bug Impacts 
Millions of Windows Machines
The bug could allow cyberattackers to bypass security products, tamper with data and run 
code in kernel mode.
Tara Seals • July 20, 2021

Researchers have released technical details on a high-severity privilege-escalation flaw in HP printer drivers (also used by Samsung and 
Xerox), which impacts hundreds of millions of Windows machines.

If exploited, cyberattackers could bypass security products; install programs; view, change, encrypt or delete data; or create new 
accounts with more extensive user rights.

The bug (CVE-2021-3438) has lurked in systems for 16 years, researchers at SentinelOne said, but was only uncovered this year. It carries 
an 8.8 out of 10 rating on the CVSS scale, making it high-severity.
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https://threatpost.com/hp-printer-driver-bug-windows/167944/



Some vulnerabilities can be really old
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Hack Brief: Microsoft Warns of a 17-Year-Old 
‘Wormable’ Bug
The SigRed vulnerability exists in Windows DNS, used by practically every small and 
medium-sized organization in the world.
Andy Greenberg • July 14, 2020

Since Wannacry and NotPetya struck the internet just over three years ago, the security industry has scrutinized every new Windows bug 
that could be used to create a similar world-shaking worm. Now one potentially "wormable" vulnerability—meaning an attack can spread 
from one machine to another with no human interaction—has appeared in Microsoft's implementation of the domain name system 
protocol, one of the fundamental building blocks of the internet.

As part of its Patch Tuesday batch of software updates, Microsoft today released a fix for a bug discovered by Israeli security firm Check 
Point, which the company's researchers have named SigRed. The SigRed bug exploits Windows DNS, one of the most popular kinds of 
DNS software that translates domain names into IP addresses. Windows DNS runs on the DNS servers of practically every small and 
medium-sized organization around the world. The bug, Check Point says, has existed in that software for a remarkable 17 years.

Check Point and Microsoft warn that the flaw is critical, a 10 out of 10 on the common vulnerability scoring system, an industry-standard 
severity rating. 
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Vulnerabilities are on the rise
2021 breaks the record for security vulnerabilities
Maria Henriquez • December 9, 2021
The US-CERT Vulnerability database has recorded 18376 vulnerabilities as of December 8, 2021, which surpasses the 2020 
record of 18351.

More than 50 common vulnerabilities and exposures (CVEs) were logged every day in 2021, according to Redscan Labs 
researchers. 

In addition, Redscan Labs analysis shows:
• 90% of all CVEs uncovered in 2021 so far can be exploited by attackers with little technical skills
• CVEs that require no user interaction, such as clicking a link, downloading a file or sharing their credentials, accounted for 

61% of the total volume up to now
• 54% of vulnerabilities so far this year are categorized as having “high” availability, meaning they are readily 

accessible/exploitable by attackers.

Redscan analysis, however, revealed that no privilege CVEs continued to decline in 2021: 55% of 2021 CVEs require no 
privileges to exploit, down from 59% in 2020 and 66% in 2019. Vulnerabilities with a high confidentiality rating dropped from
59% to 53% of CVEs over the past year — these are CVEs believed to impact confidential data.

https://www.securitymagazine.com/articles/96668-2021-breaks-the-record-for-security-vulnerabilities
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Threats
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Threats – the potential attackers
• Who are the adversaries?

• Lot of variations

• Different attackers have different abilities

• Are enemies sufficiently motivated to attack you?

• Attackers can often resort to the three Bs:
– Burglary, Bribery, or Blackmail
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AT&T employees took bribes to plant 
malware on the company's network
DOJ charges Pakistani man with bribing AT&T employees more than $1 million to 
install malware on the company's network, unlock more than 2 million devices.

By Catalin Cimpanu for Zero Day | August 6, 2019 -- 14:02 GMT (07:02 PDT

AT&T employees took bribes to unlock millions of 
smartphones, and to install malware and 
unauthorized hardware on the company's 
network, the Department of Justice said 
yesterday.

These details come from a DOJ case opened 
against Muhammad Fahd, a 34-year-old man 
from Pakistan, and his co-conspirator, Ghulam 
Jiwani, believed to be deceased.



July 2020 Twitter Breach
• Hackers targeted 130 users

• Tweeted cryptocurrency scam from 
45 accounts they were able to access
– Changing the email address & login credentials

• Brought in $120,000

• Not a big deal … but could have been a lot worse
– Twitter is used by political & business leaders
– The right tweet can move markets or start conflicts
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What happened?
Internal employee changed email addresses 
and turned off security features of certain 
high-profile accounts.

It wasn’t social engineering, it was bribery — a 
Twitter employee was paid.

Insider threat problem. Twitter has almost 
5,000 employees. 
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https://www.theverge.com/2020/7/15/21326656/twitter-hack-explanation-bitcoin-accounts-employee-
tools
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Exclusive: More than 1,000 people at 
Twitter had ability to aid hack of accounts
Joseph Menn, Katie Paul, Raphael Satter • July 23, 2020

SAN FRANCISCO (Reuters) - More than a thousand Twitter employees and contractors as of earlier this year had 
access to internal tools that could change user account settings and hand control to others, two former employees 
said, making it hard to defend against the hacking that occurred last week.

Twitter said on Saturday that the perpetrators "manipulated a small number of employees and used their 
credentials" to log into tools and turn over access to 45 accounts. here On Wednesday, it said that the hackers 
could have read direct messages to and from 36 accounts but did not identify the affected users.

The former employees familiar with Twitter security practices said that too many people could have done the same 
thing, more than 1,000 as of earlier in 2020, including some at contractors like Cognizant.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-twitter-cyber-access-exclusive/exclusive-more-than-1000-people-at-twitter-had-ability-to-aid-hack-of-accounts-idUSKCN24O34E
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Threat categories
• Disclosure: Unauthorized access to data
– Snooping (wiretapping)

• Deception: Acceptance of false data
– Injection of data, modification of data, denial of receipt

• Disruption: Interruption or prevention of correct operation
– Denial of service, data deletion, or modification 

• Usurpation: Unauthorized control of some part of a system
– May lead to modification, spoofing, delay, denial of service
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Threat actions – what might an attacker do?
• Snooping: unauthorized interception of information
– Form of disclosure
– Counter with confidentiality services

• Modification or alteration: unauthorized change of information
– Form of deception, disruption or usurpation
– Counter with integrity services 

• Masquerading or spoofing: impersonation of one entity by another
– Form of deception and usurpation
– Counter with integrity services

• Repudiation of origin: false denial that an entity sent or created something
– Form of deception and usurpation
– Counter with integrity services
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Threat actions – what might an attacker do?
• Denial of receipt: false denial that an entity received data or a message
– Form of deception
– Counter with integrity & availability mechanisms

• Delay: temporary inhibition of a service
– Form of disruption (possibly via usurpation)
– Counter with availability mechanisms

• Denial of service: long-term inhibition of a service
– Form of disruption (possibly via usurpation)
– Counter with availability mechanisms
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The End
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